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Abstarct 
 

Energy-oriented challenges turns out to be an unavoidable topic, besides 

playing a vital role in industry amenities, business sectors, as well as homes 

and hence energy efficiency enhancement need to be concentrated. Though 

energy efficiency directly reduces and saves the money of the consumer, it 

also indirectly helps to tackle the business competency, improve the grid 

reliability and flexibility, economic development, and safeguard the public 

health and ecosystem. These valuable advantages can be obtained through 

the energy-efficiency methodologies, especially the Combined heat and 

power (CHP) models, as their contributions to the facilities, communities, 

and utilizes of end-user are enormous. The proposed strategy tend to 

augment the long-lasting functions, and equipment capabilities of Distributed 

Energy System (DES), for which designed a framework, namely Enhanced 

Harmony Search Algorithm with Mixed Integer Linear Programming 

(EHSA+MILP). In addition, each input’s data features from the provided 

data have archived using the Harmony Memory (HM) that has considered to 

be most important as it ensures to presume the great harmonies as the 

modules of newly selected vectors. There are two strategies involved by this 

projected framework, such as the HAS and the MILP algorithms. The 

empirical findings depict that the proposed methodology has the adequate 

proficiency to resolve the non-convex as well as the non-smooth problems 

with respect to and irrespective to the transmission loss, besides with similar 

and dissimilar initialization of the problem within the same CHP units. 
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1 Introduction 
 

Over the last few years, due to the scenarios of rising energy-related 

setbacks and ecological problems, the CHP generation (also known as 

cogeneration) grabs the attention from developing industries, as it is capable 

of overcoming all of these difficulties in an efficient manner 

Sadeghian et al. [1] In general, squandering of huge thermal energy has 

occurred at the time of generating the power in the conventional thermal 

power plants deprived of electricity conversion.  

Karlsson et al. [2]; Zidan et al. [3] Besides, the progressive and modern 

Combined Cycle Power Plant is not an exception for this issue, since their 

efficiency during the energy conversion process has set within the range of 

50% and 60% .  

Basu et al. [4]; Rong and Figueira [5] As a core standard, the efficiency 

enhancement for overall energy conversion has considered in the process of 

cogeneration, which has accomplished through the retrieval and reutilization 

of waste heats during the conversion of energy. Hence, the CHP units’ fuel-

efficiency exceeds about 90% or even more, besides it saves the generation 

cost up to 40% more than the conventional exclusive power and heat units 

Haakana et al. [6] This indicates that the lesser requirement of fuels to 

generate equal quantity of heat and electricity . Apart from these benefits, the 

CHP units have regarded as an eco-friendly mechanism due to the reduction 

rate of greenhouse gas emissions has set within 13% and 18% through 

involving the cogenerations.  

Mechanical and thermal properties  of graphene and its hybrid polymer 

nano composite for structural applications. now a days they widely used in, 

bio, structural, sports, electrical and other applications. 

The effectprocessing and characterization and multiscale modelling of  

three phase carbon fibre amine functionalized nanotubes. Further  they 

widely used in, bio, structural, sports, electrical and other applications Due to 

the competency of CHP economic dispatch (CHPED) to considerably 

diminish. 

The energy utilization in the unit of coal-fired power plants by allotment 

process enhancement in thermal and electrical load, it has regarded as a 

prominent approach in terms of providing the better functionalities in the 

systems of CHP. Generally, the cost reduction is the major intention of 

CHPED, especially the fuel costs.  
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Nevertheless, the traditional CHPED lacks to fulfill the requirements of 

ecological safety and energy conservation in terms of the increasing 

ecological problems, such as air pollution, etc . 

Montecucoo et al. [7]; Murugan et al. [8]  In accordance with this issues, 

CHP economic emission dispatch (CHPEED) turns out to be a crucial 

subject, by reason of its ability to consider the ecological protection and 

economic benefits simultaneously. But, in the efforts of converging several 

equality and inequality constrictions associated with electricity/heat 

requirements, the CHPEED struggles to identify the appropriate heat-power 

operating point together expending rational fuel costs and emissions. 

Nonetheless, the computational. 

Wang et al. [9] Fabricated graphene epoxy nano composite reinforced 

with emine for their thermo mechanical characterization. Furthermore they 

have been used in bio, structural, sports, electrical and other applications. 

complexity challenges have involved in the CHPEED method, as it possesses 

the directly unsolvable difficulties, such as non-smoothness, inherent non-

linearity, and non-convexity. 

The growing requirements of global energy apparently claims the 

reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, for which the strategies, like Paris 

Agreement and United Nations Sustainable Development Goals lies in  

developing phase. Besides, Japan has started promoting the renewable 

energies (e.g. wind power generation). Also, the Cogeneration Units (CGU) 

based Distributed Energy Systems (DES) have started grasping the attention 

from multiple domains, hence the capacity that integrated in CGU has getting 

increased annually. 

Shang C [10] It has found to be lethargic in such scenarios, however the 

post-instance of Great East Japan Earthquake, the GCU started receiving its 

recognition back. In office edifices through slender thermal demand, there is 

a possibility application difficulty as regards the profits than hospitals and 

hotels. 

Process parameters were optimized by using edm on CNT-reinforced 

carbon fibre nanocomposite using grey relational analysis. Now a days they 

widely used in, bio, structural, sports, electrical and other applications. To 

confront the challenge of Economic Dispatch (ED) in the process of 

cogeneration, the Benders Decomposition (BD) based algorithm has utilized 

during which the ED issue of combined power and heat has decayed as a 

master problem, and sub-problem. Subsequently, the Benders cuts have 

created by the sub-problem, besides master problem takes place to utilize as 

an additional inequality restriction, and includes it to the prior restrictions. 

The iteration of the process will be done continuously, till the objective 

function upper and lower bounds receives the close optimum values, and 

until the convergence of optimal solution. The consideration of regions for 

non-convex feasible operation in cogeneration units can be assured by the  
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appropriate system, for which the Benders decomposition based method has 

preferred.  

Sccui et al. [11]; Nikam et al. [12] The assessment has made on two 

approaches, i.e. a four-unit system accompanying two cogeneration units; a 

five-unit system alongside three cogeneration units during this research, 

concerning the depiction of the system efficiency. Among the overall 

instances, the Benders Decomposition-based algorithms greatly helps to 

attain the optimal solutions, when compared to other strategies.  

Akbar et al. [13]; Hamid et al. [14] The issues in Economic dispatch 

impacts the power resource distribution among active units, hence the overall 

fuel cost has reduced. But in the case of single or multiple units generate both 

power and heat leads to complexity challenges, since the demands of both the 

power and heat requires to be fulfilled. 

In recent days, the backing of co-generation units is enormous in the 

utility industry. Almost all co-generation units, the heat production capability 

completely relies on the generated power, and vise-versa. The further process 

complexities in amalgamating the co-generation units along with economic 

dispatch issue have occurred due to the reciprocal reliance of various 

requirements and the heat–power capacity.The analysis of shape, size and 

structure dependent thermodynamic properties of nanowires that are widely 

used in many applications like high Temperatures as well as high pressures. 

Size and shape dependence of optical properties of nanostructures. that are 

widely used in many applications like  fibre optics. 

 

2 Related Work 
 

Shayanfar et al [15] tend to resolve Combined Heat and Power Economic 

Dispatch (CHPED) concern through an iterative cultural algorithm. The 

influence of valve-point makes the CHPED problem as a non-convex issue 

that has reflected in the cost function and articulated in conventional 

polynomial cost function by means of an absolute sinusoidal factor. In terms 

of assessing the robustness and the practicality of the approach, it has been 

enforced with three small, medium, and large test strategies, in which each 

contains three individual sample cases. The outcomes depict the convergence  

of optimal and practical solution in the overall cases, which has proved to be 

better than other techniques. 

Benayed et al. [16] intended the application of harmony search algorithm 

with two experiments alongside several features. The empirical findings 

depict that the methodology has the adequate proficiency to resolve the non-

convex as well as the non-smooth problems with respect to and irrespective 

to the transmission loss, besides with similar and dissimilar initialization of 

the problem within the same CHP units. The better amalgamation of the 

power and heat outputs of system has determined through the application of 

economic dispatch problem as regards the effective utilization of CHP units, 

meanwhile fulfilling the demands of power, heat, and other constraints, 

simultaneously with reduced fuel cost, namely Combined Heat and Power 

Economic Dispatch (CHPED). Heuristic and evolutionary based optimization  
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methodologies turn out to be efficient tools to overcome the CHPED 

problem, because of its complex features. This study includes the problems, 

such as non-linear, non-smooth and non-convex. 

Li et al. [17] introduced a dual-stage method to resolve the issue of 

combined heat and power economic emission dispatch (CHPEED), through 

amalgamation of Multi-Objective Optimization (MOO) and Integrated 

Decision Making (IDM). Initially, the power transmission losses and the 

valve-point loading effects have been adopted for designing the feasible 

CHPEED framework. Subsequently, a two-stage method has utilized to solve 

this model. The utilization of a powerful multi-objective evolutionary 

algorithm plays a vital role during the first phase of this method, which has 

termed as θ-dominance based evolutionary algorithm (θ-DEA) for 

recognizing multiple Pareto-optimal elucidations. In second phase, fuzzy c-

means (FCM) clustering takes place to split the acquired Pareto-optimal 

solutions keen on individual clusters, subsequently recognizes the best 

compromise solutions (BCSs) through evaluating the associated projections 

of the solutions from the same cluster by employing the grey relation 

projection (GRP). Automatic determination of BCSs to epitomize the 

different, even conflicting, decision makers preferences through integrating 

IDM method FCM-GRP into CHPEED is the novel contribution of this 

study. The empirical findings the efficiency and prominence of this method 

through three test cases alongside different levels of complexity. 

Jayakumar et al. [18] allotted generation and heat outputs to the assigned 

units pertaining to the focus on Combined Heat and Power Dispatch (CHPD) 

which is regarded as significant optimization process besides, a Grey Wolf 

Optimization (GWO) algorithm has presented. The wide-ranging trials have 

made on three various CHPD concerns, i.e. static economic dispatch, 

environmental-economic dispatch and dynamic economic dispatch for 

evaluation of the methodology optimality. Sharma et al. [19] In addition, 

Valve-point effects, ramp-rate limits and spinning reserve constraint along 

with network loss have taken to consideration. In order to demonstrate, 

typical test systems comprising 4, 7, 11 and 24 units have utilized. Besides, 

by considering the statistical parameters, such as best, mean, worst, standard 

deviation, epsilon, iter and sol-iter over 50 independent runs, the assessment 

of GWO performance is accomplished. Through the empirical outcomes, the 

validation of GWO performance is optimal as regards the quality of solution, 

and consistency is done. 

 

3 Proposed Methodology 
 

Throughout this study, the optimization of equipment capacities and 

long-term operations among the CHP methodologies have emphasized, for 

which a system called Enhanced Harmony Search Algorithm with Mixed 

Integer Linear Programming (EHSA+MILP) has proposed.  
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3.1 System Configuration 
 

 
Figure 1 CHP Energy System Conceptual Energy Flow 

 

Fig.1 illustrates the diagram of energy flow. The heating and cooling 

system of water storage tank have not taken to account, concerning the 

simplification of the computation. The generation of consuming city gas, 

electricity has performed in CGU, besides, steam and hot water influences 

for heating or cooling. Here, a back boiler is in place to recoup the deficiency 

of the heating resource, and heat exchanger has employed to exchange the 

steam to hot water. As an input for the absorption chiller, the hot water and 

steam can be considered. 

 

3.2 Combination Method with EHSA and MILP 
 

The HAS algorithm assists to determine the optimal equipment capacity, 

which is most familiar among the optimization strategies, since it has the 

ability to identify the optimum solution by exploring through extensive 

ranges. The further involvement of MILP system is to optimize the functions 

of generators as well as the equipment of heat source. As an initial process of 

HSA system, the mounted equipment capabilities have distributed as random 

numbers in every particle of the computational section. Subsequently, the 

optimization of operation protocol has processed through MILP fig 2 by 

considering installed capacity estimated by HAS. After that, the MILP 

framework’s equipment introduction expense besides the operation expense 

have combined and collective cost value has taken as the estimated value of 

HSA. 
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Figure 2 Generation of New HM Members 

 

3.2.1 Enhanced Harmony Search Algorithm (EHAS) 
 

Initially designed, whereas the Harmony Search (HS) has viewed as 

moderately novel algorithm for metaheuristic optimization, which has 

created on the basis of the procedures of natural musical performance at the 

time of musician searching for an optimal state of harmony. HS algorithm’s 

optimization operators have designated as HM  that preserves the solution 

vectors existed inside the search space; the Harmony Memory Size indicates 

the solution vectors preserved in HM; the harmony memory consideration 

rate (HMCR); the pitch adjustment rate (PAR); the pitch adjustment 

bandwidth (bw). Musical performances search for appropriate state of 

harmony has been assessed by the aesthetic estimation in the HS algorithm, 

since because the optimization algorithms always search for an optimal state 

(global optimum) through objective function value evaluation. Moreover, its 

magnificent application in several issues has been established regarding 

optimization in the domains of computation and engineering. The proposed 

framework flow chart is demonstrated in fig 3. 
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Figure 3 Flowchart of Proposed EHSA+MILP 
 

HS algorithm includes the following steps in the process of 

optimization. 

Step 1: Activate the optimization problem and algorithm parameters.  

Step 2: Activate the harmony memory HM. S 

Step 3: Improvise a new harmony from the HM.  

Step 4: Upgrade the HM. Using (1) and (2) 

Step 5: Redo Steps 3 as well as 4 up to converge the termination 

criterion  

Primarily, optimization problem is defined by, 
 

 

Start 

Input data and HSA 

parameters 

Formulation of the problem 

Initialize randomly the Harmony Memory (HM) 

Improvise a new harmony for total cost 

Update the harmony memory for optimal 

solution 

Termination criterion  

Stop  

MILP 
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Reduce  ( )                               (1) 

Here, the objective function has been represented by f(x) and every 

decision variable set (  ) has been denoted by  .     is the set of the possible 

range of values for each design variables as given below 

                       

         and          indicates the lower and upper bounds of each 

decision variable.  

Finally, the number of design variables has been denoted by N. 

According to this criterion, the parameters of HS algorithm have designated 

to resolve the optimization problem, which has described in this step.  

 

3.2.2 MILP Model to Optimize Equipment Operations 
 

The operation has optimized using MILP, during which the MILP solver 

has exploited to optimize per day, whereas one hour is considered for time 

resolution, through the optimization outcomes have aggregated through the 

required number of days. 

In this segment, operation cost reduction (electricity charge, as well as 

gas charge) has considered as the core function. 

                     (2) 

There are three metrics included in  𝑔𝑎 , i.e. operation cost, start cost of 

CGU, and operation cost of boiler. 

The period of April 1, 2017 and March 31, 2032, it has optimized the 

equipment capacities through reusing demand data, through which every 

single year’s equipment optimization and operational optimization have 

compared, likewise, by considering the charge variations of electricity and 

gas, multiple years’ scenarios also compared. The “single year” defines the 

outcome as soon as installed capacity has optimized merely for the first-year 

condition. 

Through utilizing the metric of the total area of floor, the energy demand 

data has revised on the basis of evaluated data for 365 days at an office 

building. Fig. 4 depicts the demand of electricity and heat. 

 
Figure 4 Electrical, Heating, and Cooling Load 
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4 Experimental Result 
 
Fig. 5 demonstrates the optimal solution  variations pertaining to  cost 

function, from which we can conclude that the optimal solution can be 

attained through iterating the computation for ten times. 

 

 
 

Figure 5 Optimal solution  variations pertaining to  cost function 

 

In Fig. 6, the graph compares the parameter of optimal solution 

variations penetrating complexity as regards various iteration levels, in which 

the proposed strategy of EHSA+MILP proves to be offer the reduced time 

complexity, as it provides effective CCHP system. On the other hand, the 

current approaches, such as HS and GWO provides increased time 

complexity for different iteration level of 10. 

 

 
 

Figure 6 Compares the parameter of time complexity as regards 

various iteration levels 

 

In Fig. 6, the graph compares the metric of time complexity as regards 

various iteration levels, where the proposed EHSA+MILP method proves its 

proficiency to possess lower cost complexity, as it provides effective system 

of CCHP. Conversely, the existing approaches, such as HS and GWO solely 

delivers higher cost complexity for different iteration level of 10. 
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Figure 7 Convergence History the Fuel Cost 

 

Fig.7 compares the parameter of fuel cost complexity according to 

various iteration levels, in which the proposed EHSA+MILP approach 

establishes to have lower fuel cost complexity, since it provides effective 

CCHP method. On the contrary, the existing approaches, like HS and GWO 

solely delivers maximum fuel cost complexity for different iteration level of 

10. 

 

5 Conclusion 
 

In recent times, CHP methodology gets the significant enhancements, 

besides the existing market drivers turn out to be highly desirable. CHP 

frameworks are highly economical and have the ability to ensure the 

reasonable net savings if it has appropriately developed and operated. 

Throughout this study, the long-term planning framework has designed. 

Besides, the impact of the external causes (e.g. a variation in marginal fuel 

cost owing to renewable energy’s high penetration) on the variation of 

installed capacity planning has analyzed. Moreover, the CHPED issue has 

resolved by proposing Harmony Search algorithm. The proposed approach 

has demonstrated through two sample cases that accompanies numerous 

features. In addition, Heat-Power Dependency Constraints, Transmission 

Losses, Valve-Point Effects, and Capacity Limits have taken to account 

during this work. As represented by the empirical findings, the proposed 

EHSA+MILP algorithm is capable of being a replacement model to resolve 

the problems of CHPED, as it considerably diminishes the cost of test 

systems. Hence, the outcomes of the experiments reveal that the proposed 

algorithm of EHSA+MILP has the proficiency to offer superior performance, 

when compared to the current methodologies. 
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